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Disclaimer!
Highlining is an inherently dangerous sport and
people have died participating in it. This course is not a
guarantee that you will not be injured or die. Rather, this
course is a culmination of “best practices” done globally in
our highlining community. A lot of techniques and
technology are pioneered specifically for our niche sport
and are built on logical assumptions and simulated testing, BUT it is NOT
100% safe. Things can fail and things can fail lower than we previously
thought with an enormous amount of variables that are difficult to predict.
We build in safety factors and redundancy to reduce the risk but there is
still risk. The action of rigging highlines is as dangerous or more dangerous
than being attached to a properly rigged highline. Be clipped in when
working near cliff edges!
This course is interactive. You are not just reading and watching, but
actively practicing the actions in this course. You are doing them at your
own risk. If you don’t feel it is safe in general or safe for you and your body
type, or safe for your location, THEN DON’T DO IT. We promote safety and
best practices but there is a risk in trying the things we
show you at Highline University International. If you
proceed with taking this course, then you understand it is
at your own risk and Highline University International and
How NOT to LLC, the parent company, is not responsible
for any injury or death that may occur.

Course Design
This is an open source project. Many different highliners’ ideas are presented in
this course and are intended to be the collective knowledge we have as a sport.
The YouTube channel HowNOTtoHighline is a vlog of projects we are doing,
things we are learning and whatever seems interesting at the time. You could be
watching a video 3 years old that is mostly irrelevant. This course will be
updated with the latest and greatest highline techniques and standards so you
can learn A to Z how to do the things we spent years trying to figure out. We link
to every relevant episode on HowNOTtoHighline and other resources where
relevant. We aim to have everything on the internet, about this topic, organized
in these courses.

Honor System
IT’S FREE…sort of.... not free to make. It is more important that people have
access to the right information to keep them safe than to demand $20. Some
people live in places that can’t afford $20 but have a right to this information so
they can be as safe as possible. Many already know this information and it’s
nice they too can see what the next generation is being taught and include their
feedback. If you are new, and take this entire course, benefit from it and own
more than 100m of webbing or have a job, please spot us $20 to keep us going.
The entire channel runs off of donations and 100% of your donations goes
into the channel. Please consider donating at https://www.slackline.com/donate

Required Course Materials
You will learn a lot taking this course but unless you practice it won’t help you when you
actually go out highlining. You will need the following gear when you go highlining and
you can find all this in the “Gear Buying Guide” section.
● Stoke
● Harness
● Personal Anchor System (PAS)
● Line slide
Additionally you will need a BASIC 1” SLACKLINE SETUP and a 12 foot (4m) ROPE to
practice the lessons in the park (not just walking). 2” ratchet kits are ok to practice but
you will benefit more using 1” as all highlines use 1” webbing. You could buy an actual
leash from a slackline company since you will need one eventually if you intend to rig
your own highlines, but if you can just find a UIAA 9mm (or larger) scrap climbing rope,
that will suffice for the course.

Highline Outfitters
I love amazon as much as the next dirtbag, but it takes years to put safe hardware and
webbing out to the market. As this sport grows, more and more slackline knockoff
companies will start popping up. SUPPORT YOUR SLACK FAMILY! The companies
below are dedicated slackers providing a full range of products. We include every slack
company in this course. No company can buy advertising space. This is a collective
project that unbiasedly teaches all gear and all ways.
1. United states
a. Balance Community https://www.balancecommunity.com
b. Slackline Industries https://slacklineindustries.com/
2. Canada
a. Slacklife BC https://www.slacklifebc.com
3. Europe
a. Slacktivity https://www.slacktivity.com/
b. Slack Inov slack-inov.com
c. Aki Slacklines https://aki-slacklines.de/en
d. Slack Mountain https://slack-mountain.com/en/
e. Raed Slacklines https://raed-slacklines.com/
f. EQB/Spider Slacklines
https://spider-slacklines.com/
https://www.slackshop.cz/en/
g. Easy Slack/SlackFr www.slack.fr
h. Gibbon https://www.gibbon-slacklines.com/en/
***No Gibbon products can be used in a highline but is a good brand
4. Russia
a. Souz Slacklines https://souzslackline.com/
5. South-America
a. Shaoline slackline www.shaoline-slackline.com.ar (argentina)
b. Bera Adventure (brasil) https://beraadventure.com.br/ (brazil)
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WHAT NOT TO BUY
“Buy things you can use for multiple purposes.”
Each slackline specific company sells slackline kits. Unfortunately there is no perfect
slackline kit that you can use every part for highlining in the future, and that is ideal if
you buy things that can be used for both. Carabiners are always helpful but have limited
use on a highline, and it's nice to have a slackline you can beat up in the park and save
your highline webbing for highlining. Longlining in the park is fun, but to buy 100+
meters of webbing and big pulleys can get expensive and you may not use either on a
highline. I do recommend the basic kits to start with if you do not currently own a
slackline, because it is always nice to have a basic slackline. Just be mindful of future
purchases as the goal is to buy things once! The background gear wall on HNTH is not
success but failure. No one needs that much gear. We will show you the pros and cons of all the
gear available that is relevant for what we are teaching in this course. You will have to decide if
saving a few extra dollars on gear that might be heavier or less effective, or buying something
that will be better long term is right for you. Where you live can also play a factor in what you
buy. We try to give you the best tools to make those decisions.

This EPISODE

corresponds to this section.
There are chapters on the
timeline so you can skip
around.

Things you DON’T need:
●

Ratchet slackline kits are the easiest kits to buy and
set up. Even I own one for when I’m feeling extra
lazy. However, you can not use any
parts of these in a highline and not
only that, they do not prep you for
highlining as we walk on 1” (25mm)
webbing and these are 2” (50mm)
wide. Train on what you will be
highlining on.

●

Super low stretch polyester
webbing is easy to rig in the
park but sucks to whip on when
rigging under 50 meters. If the
stretch chart looks like this,
where at 4kn it is lower than 4%, then it is not something you will want to highline on if
rigging under 50m.

●

Giant shackles or hardware, they are strong, but unnecessary and you
won’t want to carry such heavy gear up a mountain in the future.

●

Giant pulleys like the image of the 3” SMC pulleys are not useful for highlining, try to get
a light weight pulley system like RAED has that could be used on big highlines. But
even then you won't really need pulleys for highlines so just know that if you buy them,
you will only be using them in the park. Diagram below shows the buckingham tension
system which we use on highlines and if you add the 2 extra lineslides/hangovers it
gives more mechanical advantage for park lines.

●

Amazon or off brand slackline gear. Only trust quality slackline companies for gear that
you trust your life to. Don’t buy crap on amazon or ebay that you will trust your life to!

Things you DO need:
●

Harness: Buy a normal climbing harness. $40-$60 takes
you a long way for a normal harness but many avid
highliners use the Arc’teryx 395a with adjustable leg
loops because it is so light weight. It isn’t good to sit in
for long periods of time, if you plan on that for some
reason, big wall harnesses give more padding. Just
don’t buy that crappy harnesses you can rent at a
climbing gym. Industrial harnesses with clip in points at
your back or chest are also awful because you won’t be
able to climb a leash once you fall. Just stick with a normal climbing harness.

●

PAS: You need a personal anchor system to be clipped in near a
cliff edge. Petzl’s Connect Adjust Lanyard is too short in my
opinion but they do have a longer one that has two connections
called the Petzl’s Evolv and that is nice for really steep areas that
you need to be extra safe. For safeish scenarios, smaller personal
anchors like Metolius Easy daisy is convenient to leave on your
harness even when you highline but probably won’t hold you if you
fell over the edge and loaded it with factor 2 forces. The Prucell Prusik is easy to home
make with 5mm or 6mm cordelette. That is my preferred anchor when rigging highlines
on cliff tops where I am not loading it full time.

●

Shoes: If you choose to wear shoes while
highlining, thin soled shoes are the best. Shoes
can be great if it is cold outside or if you have
plantar fasciitis and can’t walk on highlines for
extended periods of time barefoot. But if it has a
thick sole you won’t be able to feel the line and
where your foot is relative to it.

●

Gloves: Some choose to use full gloves but I enjoy
using fingerless gloves that are thin and can protect my
hands but also give me dexterity while rigging or
catching the line.

●

Carabiners: You need some for anything you do.
Carabiners should not be used in longlining, or master
points of highlines but your PAS needs some and
anything you are trying to keep from falling down a cliff
needs some. If you have none currently, I recommend
6 non lockers like BD OvalWires as they are the work
horse of what I use. I recommend 4 small auto
lockers and 2 large ones which you can see
weighmyrack’s great breakdown of all your options

●

Lineslide. EVERYONE needs their own line slide if
they plan on highlining. These are carabiners with
wheels the width of the webbing. The two best ones
on the market are the Hangover Royal (don’t buy the
others, they have spaces in between the wheels) and
now the Rollex which is comparable in every way as
the Hangover. Don’t even bother with the cheaper
models. You will regret it. And don’t buy locking
lineslides. The lock spins when you are trying to get it
on and off the webbing and is a total pain in the ass.
You are either attached by a leash or a locking carabiner with a PAS so the lock on them
is unnecessary.
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PREPARATION
“Practice everything that you can at home.”

I

f you are going to a highline festival or invited to a highline project, then you don’t

want to waste that precious opportunity trying to figure out things you could have
learned at home in the park. We make sure you have the right gear, know how to use it
and can mount the line and stand up on it. There is a lot more to highlining than just the
walking part and we observe “newbies” exerting a lot of energy on things they
shouldn’t, wearing themselves out, limiting the amount of time they can enjoy the fun
parts of highlining.

This EPISODE corresponds to this section. There are chapters on the
timeline so you can skip around.

Some preparation tips:

● Learn your harness before you need
to use it
○ How to put it on
○ How tight it needs to be
○ If it is auto locking or requires
double backing
● Practice tying a figure 8 to your
harness before going highlining
● DON’T PRACTICE WALKING A SLACKLINE IN THE PARK WITH A LEASH. It
could flip you upside down hitting your head on the ground. We need to fall feet
first in the park and head first on highlines so this cannot be practiced in the park.
● Practice climbing a leash in the park on either a slackline just above your head or
tied around some monkey bars
● Climb a leash by flipping upside down, putting a foot, thigh or shin on the leash,
then reaching over to pull yourself up high enough to grab the highline
● Practice mounting (going from underneath to
on top) on a slackline that is high enough that
you don’t hit your back on the ground when you
hang underneath. Use your legs as
counterweights to flip over to the top of the line
● Practice line sliding in the park on a line high
enough in the middle that your butt doesn’t rub
against the ground. Please don’t walk on
slacklines that are too high to fall off safely.
○ Get comfortable going from one anchor
to another
○ Gently test what happens when you aren’t straight so you can see how it
rubs the edges of the webbing
○ Practice clipping and unclipping it while hanging on from underneath
○ Play with different keeper sling options (so you don’t drop it)
● Practice slacklining in the park (obviously) but not just tight lines, practice loose
lines as well as many highlines feel like that more often than tight park lines.
● You CANNOT practice falling for highlining in the park. You must fall head first
and do a flip each time you whip on a highline to not get thrashed around by your
leash and this you can only visualize to prepare, or watch lots of highline videos

● Prepare your backpack
○ You will need 2 liters of water on a normal day and 4 liters on a hot day
○ Bring snacks that sound delicious (and not
just sugar) because after you have
adrenaline in your system you won’t feel
like eating
○ You may also need sunscreen, bug spray,
toilet paper, camera, and something to
contribute to the team
○ Bring empty space! Have a bag empty enough to help carry gear.
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SAFETY
“Look good, feel good, safety third”
Highlining can be a very safe way to achieve the most reliable flow state from
any extreme sport, but it is inherently dangerous and we need to respect the “gravity” of
the sport. We have lost members of our slack family to using an improper leash,
forgetting to tie in, anchor failure and falling out of a harness in extreme weather.
Fortunately, as far as we know, we haven’t lost anyone to being near a cliff edge without
a personal anchor.

Mistakes can happen, and they can be fatal. But a more common occurrence is
non-fatal injuries that can happen when whipping around metal rings, getting body parts
caught in the leash and being near cliffs when taking a leash fall. A REPORT by the
ISA shows what types of injuries happened during 2015

This EPISODE

corresponds to this
section. There are
chapters on the timeline
so you can skip around.

●

Use a PAS (personal anchor system) whenever you are working near a cliff edge!

●

If you are just sliding across a line, you can use a
PAS clipped to both the main and the backup
while sliding on a line slide.

●

You CANNOT use a PAS as a leash. Do NOT
walk a highline with a PAS connecting you to the
highline.

●

Don’t get distracted while tying in. You only do
this once, it has to be perfect. There is no redundancy for leashes.

●

Even if you don’t understand rigging, check highlines before you get
on them.
○ Are they padded properly so the webbing doesn’t rub cliff
edges?
○ Are there obvious flaws?
○ Are there aluminum carabiners in the anchor system (this is
not generally accepted safe practice)?
○ Is the leash tied properly to the rings?

●

Buddy check every time before highlining. Be checked or check your friends for
these 5 things:
○ Is the harness on correctly and is it double
backed if the harness requires it?
○

Does the leash go through the same 2 points of
the harness that the belay loop is going through?

○

Is the figure 8 tied right on the harness. You
can count the parallel lines 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and
see the tail is tied off.

○

Is figure 8 tied right at the rings.

○

Do they have loose things on them or things in
their unzipped pockets?

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

If you see someone tying in, don’t talk to them but instead buddy check them when they
are done tying in. Keep your friends safe, don’t
put them at risk.
If the weather is bad, don’t get on a highline.
Lines can get struck by lightning or high winds
can cause injuries or shake you out of your
harness (by opening the buckle).
You cannot fall out of your harness if you are
upside down (if it is installed properly). A properly
installed harness cannot be pulled off. You should
only be able to fit 1 fist inside the loop, anymore
than that and it is too loose.
Don’t drop anything while highlining. Check your
hats, phones and other random loose things on you so you don’t litter or drop things on
people that may be under you.
You want your figure 8 as close as possible to your harness and your figure 8 to not
have holes in it so you don’t get fingers stuck inside when it cinches down during a
whipper.
Try not to grab the leash when you whip, so many injuries happen when people fall and
grab a leash that wraps around their arms or fingers.
Don’t catch or lift your weight off highlines inside your knee, elbow or armpit area. This
can cause nerve damage. Rather, use
muscular areas of your body or your
hands.
Avoid areas on highlines called “no fall
zones” where it is not safe to take a
leash fall or you may hit the cliff wall or
a rock. Scoot or slide past these
sections.
● Don’t put your arm over the highline near your lineslide,
it can pinch that soft skin near your bicep!
● Don’t get your hair, clothes or fingers stuck in lineslide
wheels. Be mindful about where things are.
● Control your speed while sliding. Ziplining a highline can
cause heat or damage to webbing.

●

If someone hangs unconscious in a harness, especially upside down, they could die in
only minutes from blood not circulating properly. They need to be rescued ASAP.
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GEAR
“Your gear is super safe, if you don’t screw anything up.”
Do you know how long to make your leash, or even what a leash is and how it
works? How do you use your line slide and where do you put it when you are not using
it? Learn these things plus how NOT to use your harness in this subject. It is important
that you are familiar with the gear that you interact with on a highline that is already
rigged.

This EPISODE corresponds to this section. There are chapters on the
timeline so you can skip around.

Gear tips:
● When you are stressed out, you will only be able to use subconscious actions so
be sure to understand all your gear really well BEFORE you highline.
● What kind of harness do you have? Double back or auto locking?
○ If you can see all the way around the buckle (O shaped) it needs to be
double backed
○ The visible part of the buckle should be in
the shape of a C if it is auto locking
● Do not tie into the belay loop. It isn’t that strong, it
doesn’t offer redundancy, and there is too much
movement on the loop and rope when you do that
you risk having rope on rope abrasion.
● Clip carabiners (and line slides) to the belay loop
because carabiners get cross loaded if you try to
put them in the two points on a harness
● Install the leash up through your harness when starting your figure 8 so the knot
sits nicely when you are sitting in harness
● Put leash through both points of your harness (waist belt and leg loops), the
same two points your belay loop goes through.
● Leashes that you tie too short won’t allow you to stand up all the way and
leashes that are too long risk getting caught around your feet and are more
difficult to climb. Find the happy medium for your body size.
● Tie the figure 8 knot as close as possible to your
harness
● If your lineslide is attached to the belay loop with a
sling, you can just clip it to 1 gear loop on the
harness. If your lineslide has no sling, you can clip
it to 2 gear loops so it doesn’t bounce around.
● When you clip a lineslide to the highline, be sure
your wheels are on properly, the wheels are on
the top side of the main line, and the backup is also clipped inside the hangover.
● You can mount the line without taking off lineslide, then remove it while sitting on
the highline.
● If you have a hat, use a hat leash so you don’t lose it. Run the hat leash through
your hair or shirt so it isn’t loosely flopping around.
● Buffs can keep the sun off you, keep you warm, keep sweat out of your eyes,
protect your ears when water lining or be used for blindfold walking.
● Wear bright colors if you want your photos to look awesome!
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ETIQUETTE
“Don’t be THAT guy (or gal)”

Not everything you do will kill you, but you could lose friends over some things.
Learn how to take care of people’s gear, how to tie off the leash when you are not using
it, and the expectations of each member of a highline team or an attendee of a highline
festival in this Etiquette subject.

This EPISODE corresponds to this section. There are chapters on the
timeline so you can skip around.

Etiquette tips:
● Don’t step on people’s gear, unless you are highlining of course! Stepping on
gear that is laying on the ground can damage it prematurely.
● Secure your leash to the anchor when you untie. Leashes can slide to the middle
of highlines making you quite unpopular.
● When you borrow a line slide (Hangovers/Rollex), RETURN THEM
as soon as possible. They are not cheap or convenient to
purchase, and they grow legs easily if loaned out. Go out of your
way to return what you borrow.
● Some line slides have tiny spaces in between the wheels, make
sure you don’t get the webbing caught inside, called “Flossing”,
because it can damage the webbing. Be sure the roller is flat on
the webbing.
● The knot at the ring(s) should never be half done. If you touch it,
adjust it, mess with it, change it, or loosen it… then make sure it is 100% done.
Oftentimes people don’t think to check that knot and should never be left half
finished.
● Leave no trace! Our highlines should be in better condition after
you leave, than how you found them. Pick up trash, don’t drop
things while highlining, avoid glass, etc.
● Everyone should contribute. Please don’t show up empty handed.
Bring food, water, stoke, carry stuff, or take photos or offer back
rubs. If you can’t rig that is fine, but please find a way to
contribute.
● Please have good conduct, especially when there is a crowd.
Don’t do drugs publicly, crank your music or yell swear words while other people
are watching. It is already difficult to get access and acceptance, so please
represent well.
● Respect how much effort it takes to be a trip leader and make their life easier.
Don’t be entitled, or act like a consumer. Please help, and help where it is helpful.

While hiking down upper Yosemite falls trail, Kim Weglin,
Garrison Rowland and I picked up all the trash you see on
the blue tarp for Andy Lewis’s #trashbagchallenge. Let's
make areas better than we found them so our world stays
beautiful.
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LOGISTICS
“Finally, how to use the highline that is already set up”
Last but not least, the meat of the course. How on earth do you get back on top
after you fall or stand up in the middle of a highline? Learn how to slide back on long vs
short highlines and how to manage your leash while walking. We will even show you
how to catch and try to convince you that it is a bad idea!

This EPISODE corresponds to this section. There are chapters on the

timeline so you can skip around. There was so much on this section that we did
two videos. This is the first video.

This EPISODE corresponds to this section. There are chapters on the

timeline so you can skip around. There was so much on this section that we did
two videos. This is the 2nd video.
Some logistic tips:
● Clip your PAS to a solid point on the anchor if near a cliff edge to work or
to tie in.
● When you are tied in, you can take off your
PAS and wrap it once around your waist and
clip it to a gear loop so you always have it
available when you are ready to untie. Don’t
make it too tight but you don’t want it loose
either. It is nice to have it the same tension as
your harness waist belt.
● Tie a figure 8 by doing half the knot in the bottom 2/3rds of the leash, then
go up through your harness and retrace it until you have parallel lines on
all parts of the knot.
● Finish your tail by doing a stopper knot on the top or putting the tail
through the bottom hole of the figure 8. Just make sure you don’t create a
loop for your finger to get amputated.

● Climb a leash by flipping upside down, putting a foot, thigh or shin on the
leash, then reaching over to pull yourself up high enough to grab the
highline.
● Mount (going from under to
on top) a line by creating a
counter weight with your legs
and swinging to the top of the
line. There are many ways of
doing this.
● Starting (going from sitting to
standing) can be done many
ways. They all require your
leg(s) to be under your butt,
then transfer your weight to
your leg(s), then stand up.
Your arms can grab the line
or be out far to help you
balance depending on the method
● You can put the leash in front or behind you when you start. Just make
sure your legs don’t get caught in it when you start so plan according to
your style
● “Chongo” sit start begins where you are sitting on your foot and your knee
is bent aggressively, which can cause damage to your knee tendons. So
be careful not to over do this sit start until your knee is used to it.
● If your leash gets stuck when you are walking, just reach down between
your legs with one hand and jiggle it.
● To move the leash to the other side of your body while sitting, just hold the
leash in place and push your body up and scoot over it.
● When walking with a leash, you want it between your legs. If it is off to one
side it can make falling on that side awful or get hung up on your leg on
that side while trying to walk.
● When you fall, don’t go feet first and don’t grab the leash!
● Catching a highline can cause injuries to your hands, fingers or elbow
joints, but it is a good skill to have as it saves from having to climb a leash
and protects you in no-fall zones that you shouldn’t be walking in
anyways. If you rely on catching, you may be tempted to not stand up all
the way, which makes walking more difficult.
● To go from standing to sitting, squat while staying as straight as possible
without bending over, reach down with one hand and reach for line, then

●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●
●

●

sit. If you screw up the line can snap up and sprain your wrist so be
careful.
Turn around by pushing your body up with both hands on the line, flip one
leg to the same side as the other leg, then flip the other leg over line;
keeping your waist above line the whole time. It can be exhausting to go
under the line, turn around and remount the line.
Having a keep sling is convenient for your line slide but it is more efficient
if sliding long distances to have the line slide directly connected to your
belay loop.
Whether sliding out or in on steep lines, you always want your head facing
the closest anchor.
Buddy check every time before highlining. Be checked or check your
friends on the following:
○ Is harnessed correctly. Is it double backed if the harness requires
it?
○ Does the leash go through the same 2 points of the harness that
the belay loop is going through?
○ Is the figure 8 tied right. You can count the parallel lines 2, 4, 6, 8,
10 plus tail tied off?
○ Do they have loose things on them or things in their unzipped
pockets
Don’t slide out of control on steep lines
Line slide past obstacles by using your heel to take the weight off your
hips so you can use your free hand to slide it past the twisted backup or
split connector.
To rest on a steep highline, you can flip the line slide over (specifically the
Hangover) so the wheels are on your belay loop, so you don’t slide
around.
To scoot on a highline put one hand behind you and one hand in front and
push your butt off the line. Practice this in the park so you don’t wear
yourself out on a highline.
Don’t leave the lineslide on the highline if you are trying to get back onto
the cliff or it will hose you.
Sometimes, it can be easiest to get back onto the cliff (if you slid to the
end) to mount the line and scoot to the cliff edge rather than trying to do a
pull up right next to the cliff edge.
Keep positive thoughts, have goals, but don’t get frustrated if it is too hard.
Aim to reach flow state and not adrenaline.

● Highlines can have the following unique characteristics compared to
slacklines in the park.
○ Humping: back and forth motion as the energy travels through the
line (200+ meter longs)
○ Side sag: you are blown off center and the highline is not straight
(100+ meters)
○ Backup loops: loose backups can wrap around the main line or be
blown around by wind and you need to be careful not to get your
feet caught in it while walking.
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TERMINOLOGY
“Slackliners have their own language”

Here is a funny VIDEO made a few years ago about highline lingo.
Unique words specific to what is taught in this course:
●

●
●
●
●
●

PAS - personal anchor system. The leash
that is permanently attached to you so you
can be clipped in near a cliff edge.
Line Slide - a wide pulley that helps you
roll across a highline
Hangover - the most popular brand of a
line slide
Floss - when webbing goes in between
line slide wheels and doesn’t stay flat
Whip/Whipper - falling off a highline and
being caught by the leash
Catch - catching a highline when you fall
ideally in your hands and not in your
elbows or armpits

●

Send - walking a line without falling

●

Cross - walking a line with falls

●

Full man - walking both ways without falling

●

Half man - walking one way without falling

●

Onsight - walking without falling on the first try

●

Exposure - turning perpendicular to the line and looking at the exposure

●
●

●

Surf - going side to side on a slackline/highline
Walk on - starting on the cliff and stepping on the
highline (not recommended)
Walk off - walking from the highline onto the cliff
edge (not recommended)
Free solo - walking a highline without being
tethered in any way
Midline - a highline under 30 meters high

●

Humping - when a long highline goes back and forth long ways while you are on it

●
●

●

Sag - distance the highline goes down from anchor height while you walk on it

●

Side sag - distance the highline goes to the side compared to the direct line of sight
between anchors

●
●
●
●
●

Chongo - sit starting with foot under butt and 1 leg under line counter balancing
Mount - to go from under the line to sitting on top of it
Starting - to go from sitting to standing on the slackline/highline
Direct exposure - the direct distance to the ground below you
Perceived exposure - how high you feel you are based on the view

●

No fall zone - sections of highlines you would get hurt if you whipped

●

Flow state - when you are in a perfect zen mindset. 5 chemicals are released into the
brain commonly misunderstood as adrenaline junkie. The reason you are highlining!
FLOW is another exclusive resource going in depth about achieving higher
consciousness through slacklining, which we refer to as flow state.

History Class
Highlights in the history of slacklining:
●

●

●

Adam Grosowsky set
up the first slackline
as we know it today
with tubular webbing
in early 1980s after
seeing people walk
parking lot chains in
Yosemite Valley.
Jeff Ellington and
Adam repurposed
search and rescue
techniques to tension the slackline and came up with the primitive system or the
“Ellington system”
The summer of 1983 Adam and Jeff attempted Lost Arrow Spire in Yosemite with a
cable and had rigging complications so they stopped.

● 1983 Scott Balcom sends the first highline. It was
under a bridge in Pasadena.

● July 13th,
1985 Scott Balcom
sends the Lost
Arrow Spire

●

1993 Darrin Carter was the next person to send a
highline, also the Lost Arrow Spire, and free
soloed it in 1995.

● Chuck Tucker (Chongo) has been around since the
beginning, promoting walking on parking lot chains in
Yosemite, and met Scott and his friends in 1981. He was the
catalyst that kept the stoke alive between all the generations
of OGs.

●

Dean Potter was introduced to slacklining by Chongo in
1993, he free soloed LAS in 2003, invented BASElining,
and his media attention sparked the first full generation
of highliners we have today.

● Andy Lewis found slacklining in 2004. He invented
tricklining and was first to land many of the tricks including feet to
feet backflip, first to walk 50m, 60m and 100m long highlines, co
founded GGBY and THC (longest running festivals), practiced
BASElining and held the free solo world record after practicing 64
free solos.

●

Jerry Miszewski got several world records including the
1003 foot long highline in 2014. He developed many new
highline specific gear concepts and provided a lot of
educational resources online.

●

Loose highlines started to become popular in 2016 allowing larger lines to be possible

●

Nathan Paulin and Danny Mensik walked 1
kilometer in 2016

●

Pablo Signoret, Nathan Paulin and Lucas
Miliard walked 1 mile in 2017

●

Mia Noblet and Lukas Irmler walked 2 kilometers in 2019

The History of Slack is an in depth study on
the history of rope walking and slacklining from ancient
Greece to today. It’s free… check it out!

Test Time
Hope you paid attention! It’s test time. This TEST is on a
Google Form and is a self grading 20ish question test.

To make these courses free, we no longer check peoples videos but this VIDEO is a
great example of how you can practice everything that you can in the park.

What’s Next?
Highlining 102 is how to build a highline anchor. It is a
work in progress but we have what is done and live on
our website. Since it is a google doc, you can leave
comments if you have questions or see corrections that
need to happen. If you see something we can add to
make this better, please let us know as we journal all
feedback so we can include it when we update it which
is at least annually.

Honor System
We would rather spend our limited time making new content than managing an online
store. It is more important people have access to information that will keep them safe in
this sport than for us to make $20. However this course cost us thousands of dollars
and if you went through the whole thing and benefited from it, please DONATE $20. We
don’t make money on youtube without millions of subscribers. How NOT to Highline
operates 100% off donations and 100% of those donations go back into projects just
like this. Thanks!

The Team
Just like every project on How NOT to Highline, it takes a community. This team of
people all helped create this course by writing scripts, doing camera work, editing,
audio, uploads, quizzes, organizing, design and stoke!

Ryan Jenks lives in Lodi, CA and has painted houses
for over 15 years. He has climbed 17 big walls (including 6x
up El Capitan), several ultra hikes and some unique in-a-day
projects. He first got on a highline in 2006, with only a
minimal climbing background at the time, and learned how
much he didn’t know. After being mostly self taught with only
a tiny bit of information here and there, he rigged an epic
project in 2016 with friends who claimed to have scoured the
internet for highline information so they could help rig… only
to find out they didn’t know anything. Ryan was inspired to start a youtube channel called
HowNOTtoHighline to offer a comprehensive resource for those who wanted to transition from
slacklining to highlining. The Bolting Bible and the Highline University courses are the
culmination the entire youtube project has been in existence for. It is the goal of the channel to
have every piece of knowledge about highline rigging and bolting available in one resource.

Dan Walsh lives in Concord, NH and is a data scientist by trade. He has over 6 years of
slacklining and rock climbing experience, 3 years of certified tree climbing experience, and over
2 years of paragliding experience. Dan is an adventurer at heart and
seeks challenge both intellectually and physically. Dan provided his
data science skills as a data analyst for the International Slackline
Association and Slackline U.S. as a volunteer. Subsequently, he
became a Board Director and Treasurer of Slackline US and served
as the first official lead organizer of the GGBY Highline Gathering
during its first year as a permitted and insured event with President
Sonya Iverson. A year later, Dan was elected to be the Board
President of Slackline U.S. and served as the sole Lead Organizer
for GGBY Highline Gathering 2018. Dan seeks to support the
slackline and adventure community through
increased access, knowledge, and conservation
practices as is the mission of Slackline U.S.

Daniel Ristow lives in Los Gatos, CA and
works as a bicycle mechanic. He has 7 years of
climbing experience, mostly in easy/moderate trad and
alpine routes. He is an accomplished Wingsuit BASE
jumper with over 1,250 combine parachute jumps
between BASE and skydiving and specializes in
shorts started and terrain flying. Daniel is one of the
only people to fly in the Eastern Sierra and is actively
pursuing new exits for climb and flys. He is currently
working on his private pilots license (PPL) which is just
another form of flying he is adding to his list of skills.
Daniel has been slacklining on and off for a couple
years and can rig far better than he can walk, with a
PR of only 130’ in the park and just barely standing up
on a highline. Luckily his love for rigging and gear means he will be stoked to share the load on
hikes and help rig projects he has no chance of participating in (yet) and still have a great day.
He has recently taken the role of video editor at Highline University International.

Rocco Fucetola lives in Philadelphia, PA and is a
student athlete who works as a service engineer. He is
pursuing a degree in mechanical engineering while rowing his
way through college. After trying out many things at college,
slackline stuck and became his passion 3 years ago. After
slacklining and tricklining in the park for 9 months he went to
his first highline with the Philadelphia community and was
struck instantly. A year after that he has established 3 highlines
in the Philadelphia area and is working on 5 more this summer.
His passion for the sport led him to create a new design of
spacenets and film it for the community, which can be seen on
How Not to Highline. An unapologetic supporter of dyneema,
one day he wishes to only rig in soft shackles and whoopie
slings...and a weblock. He’s a young buck, and wants to bring as much passion, knowledge,
and stoke to the community that he can (while trying to learn everything from the greats). As
such, he started as video editor and now is pushing content of all kinds over at Highline
University.

Cam Peters is the Film Manager for Highline University
International. He lives in Santa Clara, CA and is currently a student
working on a Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering. Previously he
attended Seattle University, where he competed as a D1 Track and Field
athlete and worked for the Seattle Spectator as the Photography Editor.
His slacklining introduction was a common one; after receiving a 2”
Gibbon line as a gift he soon wanted more, quickly becoming infatuated
with the sport and the community. Current projects include finding and
establishing local Bay Area waterlines, and advocating for urban highline
access in San Jose.

Aaron Free is a creative director, filmmaker, and marketing
guru based in Houston, Texas. He currently serves as Director of
Photography for one of the largest Houston Studios, as a branding
consultant, Corporate Sponsorship Manager for Slackline.us and
founder of Viable Good. Aaron works with many national brands such
as Forbes, Nowthis, Pandora, Maxim, and more to create digital
media content, direct productions, and tell stories worthy of our
attention. Aaron is a rock climber, cyclist, yoga hack, and slackliner.
He loves the outdoors and bringing awareness to conservation. His
focus is on growing the highlining community in a responsible way
through the use of digital media, festival organization, safety
promotion, and ensuring access to education for all who wish to be a part of our wonderful
community.

Kyle Lovett, a Southern Californian, dirt bike riding local,
was introduced to rock climbing while working on the
sportfishing boats in Dana Point as a 19 year old in late 2014. A
year later slacklining found him in the form of a well loved
Gibbon Classic. In the following year climbing and slacklining
took over as a main focus in early 2016, and pushed Kyle out of
the SoCal bubble and out into the real world. Kyle now lives out
of his self built van honing the skills of climbing, highlining, yoga,
cycling, photography, self learning, joy-spreading, woodworking,
and art creation. Quickly immersing himself in the highlining
community through gatherings and numerous projects, he found family. Kyle consciously serves
the community at Highline University as a Content Creator and Writing Editor in this ever
changing environment.

Nick Mcpherson has been behind a camera since

he was a teenager and been a part of Ryan’s highline trips
since 2011. He has been in the coffee industry for years.
Nick has filmed countless episodes, helped create the new
fancy intros and has edited much of this Highline University
course.

Cristiana Rodrigue designed the text book with all the

graphics and layout to be easy to understand yet fun to read.
She is from Corrois, Setubal, Portugal but is currently living in
Prague, Czech Republic. She has been slacklining since 2016
and has a passion for this sport.

João Portales lives in Brasília, Brazil and is an

easygoing rock climber who works as marketing consultant
and paid traffic analyst, being also co-founder of Advertize.
He's always looking for a good reason to go outdoors, but
sometimes Netflix gets the best of him. Living near some
Brazilian National Parks, he's trying to seize the geographical
bliss near him. He found HowNOTtoHighline while wandering
in the depths of knot and anchor research. As an open-source
enthusiast with mostly a climbing background, he has
contributed to course and website logistics to help these
resources reach even more people.

Leonardo Ferrari lives in Córdoba, Argentina and has
been a climber since he was 10 years old, and became a yoga
instructor in 2014. The last few years he has taught both activities.
He found slacklining when he was 13 but started practicing it since
2012, first got on a highline in 2013, and in 2016 started the
highlife and never stopped. In 2017 he became a physiotherapist
and kinesiologist and started developing Shaoline Slackline to help
everyone be able to slackline. Rigging and highlining became a
passion of his and so he has contributed by connecting the
community, sharing knowledge and supporting many meetings,
festivals, and projects. Leono is always looking forward to rigging big highlines and make
southamerican highlining grow rapidly.

For additional resources and to get certified please visit the International Slackline Association

